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SECOND INTERIM DECISION

A:

A timetable is set for submissions on a form of wording for a declaration as set
out at [9].
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B:

Directions are made for the Council to report back on certain matters at [10].

C:

Costs are reserved, subject to observations on this matter at [11].

REASONS

Introduction

[1]

On 19 December 2017, our first decision ('Interim Decision') 1 was issued in these

proceedings. For the reasons it sets out, the Interim Decision:

(a)

declined the applications for [Declarations Band C' by Auckland Council
([Council') (the Council's application for its 'Declaration A' having been
withdrawn);

(b)

determined that a declaration should be made in materially similar terms to
the following form of declaration put to the court during the hearing (and
which it termed the 'finally postulated declaration'):2
Where a proposed activity is on a site located within both the Residential Single House zone (liS HZ") and the Special Character Areas Overlay Residential ("SCAR") of the partly operative Auckland Unitary Plan ("AUPll)
and requires a resource consent for a restricted discretionary activity in
accordance with Activity Table 018.4.1 or, due to the infringement of a SCAR
development standard pursuant to Rule C1.9(2):
(a)

it is a separate reason for resource consent pursuant to Rule C1.9(2)
if the same activity infringes a SHZ development standard;

(c)

noted that a further decision would issue "making the declaration indicated,
possibly expanding on these reasons, and possibly making associated
directions to provide the follow up guidance";3 and

(d)

reserved costs on the basis that a timetable would be set by further decision
or court Minute.

[2]

The Council subsequently informed the court and parties that it has withdrawn

the Practice Note that the Interim Decision found to be invalid. 4 The Council also signalled
that, early in the New Year, it would file a response to the observations made at [80] and
[81] of the Interim Decision concerning the matter raised by counsel for the Government

Auckland Council v Trustees of London Pacific Trust [2017] NZEnvC 209 ('interim Decision').
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Interim Decision, at [52].
Interim Decision, at [82].
Memorandum of counsel for Auckland Council, dated 21 December 2017, at [2], [3].
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s 274 parties, and the court's obiter observations, as to difficulties arising in accessing
plan provisions as a consequence of the partly operative Auckland Unitary Plan (,pAUP')
only being available in an electronic format. 5 Such a response is welcomed and
anticipated.

[3]

By the same memorandum of counsel, the Council sought to clarify its position

on an issue as follows:

4.

The Council wishes to respectfully clarify one issue with the Interim Decision. At
paragraph [32](e) the Court notes thai the Council "abandoned declarations A - C".
While the Council withdrew declaration A, it did not abandon either of declarations B
and C.

5.

In its reply the Council confirmed that it was seeking a decision from the Court in relation
to both declarations Band C. While It is now clear from the Interim Decision that
declarations Band C will be declined, with an alternative declaration likely to be made,
the Council Intended for declarations Band C to be formally determined by a final
decision that would offer clarity and certainty for Council in its ongoing administration
of the Unitary Plan.

6.

In relation to the alternative declaration agreed between the parties, the Council
collaborated on an amended version of that alternative declaration on the basis that if
the Court declined the application for declarations Band C, the alternative declaration
could instead be made. It was on that basis that it was presented to the Court by
Council. The observation in the Interim decision at paragraph [32](e) regarding Council
not 'folding in' reflects the intended approach. Counsel regrets if any uncertainty has
arisen on this point.

Response to the clarification matter

[4]

The clarification made by the Council in its memorandum of counsel is accepted.

The court's reference to 'abandoned', albeit somewhat unclear, was intended in the
sense more fully explained in [32] as a whole, including [32](f) which quotes counsel's
explanation of why the Council put forward the finally postulated declaration following
discussion with parties during the recess. That is, the court understands that, by contrast
to Declaration A, the Council did not withdraw its application for Declarations Band C but
continued to seek a reasoned decision on those aspects of its application. The Interim
Decision sets out those reasons, subject to the rider that they may be supplemented by
a further decision. .
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Some issues with the wording of the finally postulated declaration

[5]

The court means no criticism in making the following observations, To the

contrary, we are grateful to the Council and other parties and Amicus for the cooperative
way in which they worked during the course of the hearing in putting forward the finally
postulated declaration (albeit with the rider noted by the Council as to its position),
However, as is often the case with the benefit of further time for reflection following the
hearing adjournment, it occurs to the court that there are some technical infelicities in the
offered drafting that would benefit from refinement, given the public interest purposes of
the declaration sought. We observe as follows:

(a)

there would be value in restructuring the declaration into subparagraphs to
overcome a present lack of clarity in the very long compound preamble; and

(b)

the present subclause (a) is understood to be intended as the crux of the
declaration, However, in its reference to "a separate reason for resource
consent", it is not well directed to the central matter of interpretative dispute
in the proceedings, That is as to the proper interpretation of the relevant
rules where a restricted discretionary activity is on a site that is within both
the Residential - Single House zone ("SHZ") and the Special Character
Areas Overlay - Residential ("SCAR") of the pAUP,

Proposed revised declaration wording

[6]

Subject to considering any further submissions on this matter (as per our direction

at [7]), our present view is that the declaration should be as follows (or to closely similar
effect) ('court's proposed declaration wording'):

Where a proposed activity:
(a)

is on a site located within both the Residential- 8ingle House zone ("8HZ") and the
Special Character Areas Overlay - Residential ("SCAR") of the partly operative
Auckland Unitary Plan ("AUPII); and

(b)

is classed as a restricted discretionary activity either under Activity Table 018.4,1 or,
due to its non-compliance with a 8HZ development standard, under Rule C1 ,9(2) then the relevant SHZ, SCAR and General Rules (and any relevant objectives and
policies) apply, in the processing and determination of any resource consent
application for the proposed activity, without any gloss to the effect that the SCAR
rules prevail or cancel out other rules,
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Council's wider pAUP analysis of Overlays and underlying zones

[7]

The evidence of Ms Sanders and the Council's submissions referred to the wider

pAUP analysis that the Council had then commenced of the relationship of various
Overlays and underlying zones. The Council made the observation that what the court
signals by way of direction could help influence the nature of this further inquiry.6

[8]

We strongly urge the Council to complete and publish the outcomes of this

comprehensive pAUP analysis. We observe that the case for it was strongly
demonstrated by the submissions and evidence. For example, the rebuttal evidence of
Ms Linzey for the Government s 274 parties served to show various subtleties concerning
the interrelationship of particular Overlays to zone standards.? More broadly, in light of
our findings concerning the Council's now withdrawn Practice Note, there would appear
to be an enhanced public interest purpose in the Council completing and publishing this
pAUP-wide analysis. Given the Council's signalled intentions, we make a direction for
the Council to continue and complete that analysis and file with the court and serve on
the parties a progress report such that our final decision can record when parties can
expect the analysis to be completed and published.

Directions and conclusion

[9]

We are satisfied that the reasons for our Interim Decision are now sufficient and

complete, subject to the following:

(a)

it is directed that any supplementary submissions any party and/or Amicus
wishes to make on the court's proposed declaration wording must be served
and filed by Friday 2 February 2018 (any changes to the court's proposed
declaration wording to be shown by tracked change); and

(b)

subject to consideration of those submissions received, the declaration
would be included in a third decision with any further reasons.

[10]
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(a)

continue and complete its comprehensive pAUP analysis of the
relationships of various Overlays and underlying zones; and

(b)

provide with its submissions under [9] or by memorandum of counsel filed
by the same date, a progress report on that analysis, including details of
how and when it will be published.

[11]

The Interim Decision recorded that costs are reserved and a timetable for costs'

submissions would be set in this decision or by Minute. It would now appear more
appropriate that the timetable be set, if necessary, by the final decision. We say 'if
necessary' as the court would encourage parties to discuss these matters. Clearly, if
parties signal by joint memorandum that there are no issues as to costs, that would
resolve this matter.
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